RABBITS AS HOUSE PETS
Thinking of having a rabbit as a house pet? Deciding to have a rabbit as a house pet is a
big decision. Just like any other pet, they require a commitment of time, money, and love. Please
consider the following?

will you

Are you prepared for a possible 10-year commitment to this rabbit?
still love
Which adults in the family will be the primary caretakers?
me in 10
Does everyone in your family want a rabbit?
years?
Are you prepared to provide proper veterinary care for your rabbit?
Rabbit care can be expensive.
Pet rabbits must not be kept in cages or hutches. Do you have indoor space for the appropriate
pen and supplies?
Could an area of your home be “bunny-proofed” for the safety of your home and the rabbit?
Do you have animals that could endanger the rabbit? (Rabbits can die even when only frightened
by a predator.)
Will you be able to supervise any children around this rabbit?
Are you allowed to have rabbits in your house/apartment?
Do you have a responsible pet sitter to care for the rabbit when you travel?
If you move, get married, have a baby, or if the kids lose interest, are you prepared to keep your
rabbit?
Do your research! Make a list of questions you have regarding the care and handling of house
rabbits. Make sure all your questions are answered by knowledgeable people prior to adopting
your rabbit. Some reputable sources we support are:
The House Rabbit Society of America is considered the leading authority on rabbits as pets.
Visit their web site for information on care, behavior, training, and any other subject involving
house rabbits.
Rabbit Welfare Association and Fund is the U.K. site o ering advice on house rabbits. House
rabbits are very common in the U.K., and there are many good examples of spaces dedicated
to pet rabbits. www.https://rabbitwelfare.co.uk
The Bunny Lady: Rabbits as House Pets
The Bunny Lady: Preparing For A New Rabbit

Pinterest is full of ideas for your
pet rabbit.

YouTube o ers a plethora of channels involving pet rabbits. It is important to
consider the source of the videos you watch. Informative and entertaining channels
we recommend are Lennon the Bunny and The Bunny Lady. These videos are a good
place to start when educating children on pet rabbit ownership.

STILL INTERESTED?
consider adopting from a local shelter or reputable rescue organization

New beginnings animal rescue.net
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KEEP READING

BASIC HOUSE RABBIT SETUP
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Rabbits are social animals and like to be
around their people. While some are able to
roam free in the home, an enclosed area near
the main living area of the home is better
suited to most families. They need daily time
to visit with the family, run around, and play,
but an enclosure ensures the safety of the
rabbit and of your home when unsupervised.
Here are examples of basic and not-so-basic
setups for a house rabbit. The cost starts at
around $125, depending on your selections.
The basic setup requires around 25 sq. ft. of
space and includes a 36” tall x-pen, litter pan
with pelletized litter, hay, water and food
bowls, a soft rug or blanket, toys and chews, a
hideout, and pellet food. There are many
sources for these items in many price ranges.
You may also want to consider oor protection.

H O U S E

R A B B I T

S U P P L I E S

OPTIONS! OPTIONS! OPTIONS!
To help with the purchase of supplies for your new house rabbit, below are ideas and links to
options. in each category. We have also created a list on Amazon containing basic and optional
supplies as well as some fun things your rabbit may enjoy. The list is a guide, as products may be
found elsewhere for a better price. Quality and safety are the main considerations when choosing
supplies for your rabbit. Some choices will be based on the size/fur type/age/habits/preferences of
your rabbit. We can provide guidance to help make sure you purchase the right supplies.
CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE AMAZON LIST OF BUNNY SUPPLIES: BASICS AND FUN STUFF

PEN

Appropriate height pen
with walk-through gate

40" heavy duty

Grid cubes

FOOD
OXBOW SIMPLE HARVEST

OXBOW ESSENTIALS

SCIENCE SELECTIVE
HOUSE RABBIT

MAZURI

HAY
DUMOR BAG

SMALL PET SELECT

Standlee Timothy Bale

OXBOW TIMOTHY HAY

LITTER

LITTER PAN
WAL-MART

TRACTOR SUPPLY

IKEA

FELINE PINE

YESTERDAY'S
NEWS

XL

WATER /FOOD BOWL

HIDEOUT

Gravity waterer
OR large ceramic
water bowl

Small ceramic
food bowl

A hideout can be as
simple as a cardboard

OR

Wood castle

GROOMING

Hairbuster Comb
Razor Hair Trimmer

Deshedding Tool

Wire Slicker
brush

Nail clippers

MISC
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Rabbit safe toys and
chews

willow balls

Pet safe Wooden
Blocks

Small washable rug
or eece blanket

HOUSE RABBIT BASIC SETUP CHECKLIST
Work with your coordinator to ensure you are ordering the correct supplies for your rabbit.
Speci c needs di er on many of these items.
✅

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Approximate Cost

◦ Metal XPEN 30”, 36”, or 42” as appropriate, with walk-through gate
◦ Floor protection if needed - vinyl, eece, splat mat. No foam or rubber
◦ Hide house - cardboard or wood, not fabric
◦ Fleece blanket / soft surface
◦ Litter pan, appropriate size L or XL, high side if recommended,
◦ no top, no corner pan
◦ Small food bowl, ceramic, not plastic, no hanging feeder

$60
$20-$50
Free - $20
$10
$6 - $10
$5

◦ Heavy water crock/gravity waterer, no water bottle

$10 - $20

◦ Litter - pelletized wood or paper, no clay, no cedar

$6

◦ Food - 5-10 lb. bag timothy based Oxbow, Mazuri, Science Selective
◦ Hay - Good quality Timothy, storage if needed, an assortment of orchard
grass, meadow hay, oat hay is acceptable, no alfalfa for adult rabbits

◦ Brush or comb, depending on coat type (Hairbuster recommended,
discount link on our web site)

◦ Spray bottle with water/vinegar solution
◦ Chew toys - Willow balls, wood sticks, empty paper towel roll, cardboard
egg carton

$10 - $15

$10 - $27

$10
$5
Free - $15

◦ Nail trimmers
◦ Pet carrier, hard side, size appropriate, no cloth carriers

$5 - $10

◦ Simethicone baby gas drops (Mylicon, etc.) for rst aid

$6

◦ Sherwood Pet small emergency kit for stasis care

$20

◦ Fresh greens in the fridge - green leaf or romaine lettuce, others from

$6

$40

the approved list
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TOTAL APPROXIMATE COST OF SETUP ITEMS

$220 - $336

House Rabbit Information
Thank you for fostering or adopting a house rabbit from New Beginnings Animal Rescue! Here is
the information you need to keep your rabbit healthy, safe, and happy.

Getting Ready - Preparing your space
Housing and Safety
We require our rabbits to be kept INDOORS at all times. RABBITS DO NOT BELONG IN A HUTCH
OR CAGE. They should remain in the x-pen (provided if fostering) unless they are out for
exercise/play. Rabbits should not be taken outdoors on a harness or in a backpack carrier. The
risks of contracting RHVD from wild rabbits, ingesting toxins on the grass or toxic plants, being
targeted by large birds, or the stress of feeling unprotected can be harmful or fatal. They should
be kept at a safe distance from other pets until it is determined they can safely cohabitate. When
outside the pen for exercise and entertainment, it is important to rabbit-proof the area. This
includes covering wires, protecting carpets, removing access to plants, potentially blocking access
to baseboards and other wooden furniture, and blocking access under furniture. Rabbits can
successfully free-roam indoors once they are litter trained and the area has been adequately
rabbit-proofed. Another important thing to think about is the danger caused by cleaning
chemicals and odors from candles, air fresheners, etc. Rabbits are very sensitive to chemicals and
smells. Any surfaces which come into contact with the rabbit’s paws ( oors) should be cleaned
only with a solution of vinegar and water. Candles and air fresheners should not be placed or
used in the room where the rabbit is housed or exercised. House plants pose a potentially lethal
danger to rabbits and should be kept out of reach.
BASIC X-Pen Setup:(Provided by NBAR if fostering)
• Litter pan with shallow layer of litter in the bottom. Handful of hay at one end. Rabbits tend to
poop where they eat, so the litter box is the best place for the hay. A hanging hay feeder can be
used if placed at one end of the litter box.
• Small food bowl, placed in the hay end of the litter box until litter skills are established
• Water bowl - heavy crock or gravity waterer - water bottles are not good for rabbit’s neck water should be kept away from the pellet food to prevent mold
• Hide house - cardboard box with two holes or soft-sided cat house: Ensure the bunny cannot
use the hide house as a way to jump and escape. Place near a wall.
• Soft blanket or towel
• Toys and chews made of rabbit-safe woods - willow balls, grass mats, clean cardboard is great
• Washable/cleanable oor protection if needed: blanket, rug, vinyl, high chair splat mat, etc.
There are numerous ideas on the internet for rabbit habitats which are incorporated into the
family living area. This basic x-pen setup is the minimum space required and can be expanded
and added to as desired.
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If fostering, please have your rabbit space cleared out and ready for the set-up to be delivered.
Have all cords and plants removed from reach. Ideally the space should be in an area where the
family will be able to interact with the rabbit throughout the day. Other pets should not have
access to the rabbit enclosure until it is determined to be safe.

Getting Ready - Food and Supplies
Your rabbit’s diet consists of 80% Timothy hay, 15% fresh greens,
5% Timothy pellets, and unlimited fresh water.
Food:(Refer to the diet sheet on the next page for speci cs)
Pellets: Pellets are given daily to assess whether your rabbit is feeling good. Most all rabbits will
come for pellets. Feed your rabbit 1/8 -1/4 cup per 5 lbs of body weight per day, divided into two
feedings. Feeding too many pellets is not healthy for the rabbit and can cause them to stop eating
their hay. Your coordinator will advise you on the proper amount of pellets for your rabbit. Large
bags of pellet food may spoil or mold before they are used. We recommend a small bag (10-15
lbs.) of the appropriate brand of food for your rabbit. When choosing pellet food, look for Timothy
Hay as the rst ingredient and do not feed any food containing corn or any corn by-product.
Rabbits have sensitive digestive systems and new brands of food should be introduced slowly.
If fostering, pellet food will be provided by NBAR. If adopting, you will feed the same brand as your
rabbit is currently eating.
Fresh Greens: Your rabbit will be fed at least two cups of fresh greens per day, divided into two
feedings. You will need to have a base of Romaine/Green Leaf/Red Leaf lettuce on hand for your
rabbit’s arrival. NEVER FEED RABBITS ICEBERG LETTUCE! You can add in some other greens from
the list below. Rabbits have sensitive digestive systems. New fresh foods should be introduced
slowly, monitoring for changes in appetite, posture, and stools.
FOSTERS PROVIDE DAILY GREENS FOR THE RABBITS. THIS WILL BE THE MAIN EXPENSE OF
FOSTERING, COSTING AROUND $5 PER WEEK PER RABBIT.
Timothy Hay: Your rabbit’s diet will consist of 70-80% Timothy hay. Ideally your rabbit should eat
an amount of hay equivalent to their body size daily. It is important to buy good quality Timothy
hay. It is acceptable to feed the rabbit a mix of Timothy/Orchard/Mountain Grass/Oat, but never
alfalfa unless instructed by NBAR. The quality of hay varies across brands and sources. We
recommend Standlee, Dumor, Oxbow, Small Pet Select, and Rabbit Hole Hay. Always inspect your
hay for freshness. It should be bright green, not tan or brown, should smell fresh, and should not
be dusty. Feeding rabbits dusty hay can lead to serious health problems, and moldy hay can kill a
rabbit quickly. Inspect the middle of the bale as well as the outside. Hay should be kept in a cool,
dry place. Heat can adversely a ect a bale of hay. It is more economical to buy hay in a large bale
or box than in a bag, but it must be stored properly.
Place half the daily feeding of hay in one end of the litter pan in the morning. It’s ok of they pee or
poo on the hay, or if they don’t eat it all. Place a little more fresh hay in the end of the litter pan in
the evening. If fostering, hay will be provided by NBAR.
Treats: Fresh fruits and berries are the safest and best treat for your rabbit. Do not feed your
rabbit store-bought treats, even if labeled safe for rabbits. Most treats have dried fruit/yogurt/
seeds which are not healthy for rabbits. Ask your adoption coordinator if you have questions about
treats.
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Fresh water: Your rabbit should have unlimited access to fresh water. The water source should not
be near the food source, to prevent mold. Water and hay promote good digestive health. Check
your rabbit’s water supply daily, as they can drink a surprisingly large amount. Water should be
provided in a large, heavy ceramic crock or a gravity waterer. The water container should be
cleaned regularly, removing hair and grimy lm with hot water. Gravity waterers should be
thoroughly cleaned inside and out with every re ll. Rabbits should not drink water from a water
bottle mounted on the pen. This can cause problems with the rabbit’s neck.

VEGGIES - YES

TREATS

DO NOT FEED ICEBERG LETTUCE TO RABBITS
Cucumber
Eggplant
Grains
Nuts & Seeds
Onion
Potatoes
Rhubarb (poisonous)
Sweet peas
Tomato & leaves

NO- The following food should NOT be fed to rabbits.

The best treat for your rabbits is fresh or
The following should be fed SPARINGLY due
to high levels of oxalic adid / calcium / starch. freeze-dried fruit. Limit treats to no more
than 1 Tbsp/day.
Beet greens
Apple (any type, but no stem, no seeds)
Celery (cut into small pieces)
Apricot
Collard Greens
Banana (no more than two 1" slices)
Kale (all types)
Blueberries
Mustard greens
Carrots
Parsley
Cherries (no pits)
Radish tops
Kiwi
Spinach
Mango
Sprouts
Melons (any type, but no seeds)
Swiss chard
Nectarine
Turnip greens
Papaya
Peach
Pear
Pineapple (no skin)
Plum (no pits)
Raspberries
Strawberries (and leaves)

VEGGIES - LIMITED

Rabbit Diet
Most of the fresh vegetables we feed rabbits have a low level of
oxalic acid and are fine to feed every day. These are additions to
the base of Romaine or Leaf lettuce.
Arugula
Basil
Bok Choy/Pak Choy
Carrot tops (only)
Chicory
Cilantro
Dandelion greens & flowers (no pesticides)
Dill leaves
Endive
Ecarole
Fennel (leafy tops & bulb/base all OK)
Lettuce, Bib
Lettuce, Butter
Lettuce, Frisee
Lettuce, Green leaf
DO NOT FEED ICEBERG LETTUCE
Lettuce, Red Leaf
Lettuce, Romaine
Mint (any variety)
Radicchio
Raspberry leaves
Salad Mix (Spring Mix, 50/50 blend, Power Greens)
Snow Peas
Squash fruit & flowers
Wheatgrass
Avocado
Beans, raw or dried
Bell Pepper
Broccoli
Brussel Sprouts
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Chocolate
Corn

Other Supplies: Other supplies to have on-hand include:
• Small pet nail trimmers (we like the ones that look like small scissors)
• Brush or comb, depending on your rabbit’s coat. Wire cat brushes work pretty well for most
rabbits. Long haired rabbits need a special comb. Ask your adoption coordinator for advice.
• Spray bottle with 1:1 ratio of white vinegar and water for cleaning
• Large trash bags for emptying the litter pan
• Paper towels for cleaning the litter pan and other messes
• Small broom and dust pan for sweeping up hay, litter, and other messes
• Small scoop or cup to scoop fresh litter
• Simethicone baby gas drops (Mylicon, etc), found in the pharmacy section, rst line of defense for
stasis
• Plastic storage containers for hay, pellets, and litter.
• Pet carrier - hard side carrier for trips to vet/emergency evacuation

GETTING READY- First days with your house rabbit
The Arrival
When your rabbit arrives, you will no doubt nd it an exciting time. For your rabbit, this is likely to
be a frightening time. His familiar surroundings are changing, and changes can be very stressful for
rabbits. However, there are some simple things that you can do to help ease the transition into your
home. During this critical period, the most important contributions you can make are:
•
Set up a friendly, safe environment
•
Let him set the pace for getting acquainted
•
Carefully observe your rabbit for signs of stress
When your rabbit arrives, take it to the area of your home where you have set up their x-pen or
other space. Try to see the world from your rabbit's perspective: how do you and your household
look to him? A lot of noise, movement and confusion will further frighten him. It is important for
children in your household to move slowly and quietly around the rabbit. Because your rabbit is in
unfamiliar territory, he will be insecure. Minimize touching or handling your new rabbit for the rst
day or two while he gets comfortable in his new surroundings.
For the rst few weeks, your rabbit may not be "himself" as he adjusts to the major change in his
life. He may be slow to warm up to you, or overly a ectionate. He may completely lose his litter box
habits, and need a refresher course after he's settled in. This is all part of adjusting and should even
out with time. Be patient and don't be surprised if you continue to learn new things about your
rabbit for several weeks!

Getting Acquainted
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Let your rabbit explore at his own pace. If he's not ready to be petted yet, talk to him or to
anyone while in his presence. Many rabbits seem to enjoy listening to their humans talk on the
phone. Hang out with him in rabbit fashion, by sitting quietly on the oor. Show him that he can
hop over to you, take a few get-acquainted sni s, and then hop away again. This hands-o
approach paves the way to a hands-on friendship, especially with shy or traumatized rabbits. As his
fear diminishes, his curiosity increases. Place a small treat or two (a sprig of parsley or carrot-top, a
sliver of apple) and a few toys on the oor next to you, to make his visit even more rewarding.
This adjustment period should be as long or as short as your rabbit wants it to be. Trying to force it
along faster will actually result in delaying it further.

Observation
During the rst few days, quietly observe your rabbit to ensure he is eating hay, drinking water,
and pooping. If your rabbit won’t come for fresh veggies or pellet food after several attempts, he
may be developing a stress related tummy ache which could become a serious GI issue in a short
amount of time (see below). Contact NBAR or your veterinarian right away if you have this
concern. Signs that your rabbit is adjusting well include opping (lying in a spread out position)
and binkying (jumping into the air with a little twist), and generally accepting and exploring his
surroundings without constantly hiding.

Exercise and Socialization
The most helpful thing you can do to help the bunny have a great chance at being adopted or
integrating into your family is to socialize it by letting it be near your family in everyday life. The
bunny needs to hear human voices and get used to common noises. Petting and brushing your
bunny several times a day helps them acclimate to house bunny life. Be patient. Speak softly.
Move slowly. Get down on your rabbit’s level.
Fun ways to bond with your rabbit (click for article) include lying down while your rabbit explores
and climbs on you, mimicking your rabbit, eating with your rabbit, hiding food in stacking cups,
letting them knock over stacked small blocks, and giving them a very small piece of fruit/treat
when they willingly approach you.
Provide simple toys for your rabbit including toilet paper/paper towel rolls, newspaper/scrap
paper, straw baskets and balls, round cardboard oatmeal containers, cat balls with a bell inside,
old towel to push around and dig in, cardboard box with holes cut in ends, plastic baby keys, etc.
Rabbits need supervised exercise every day in a safe space large enough to run, binky, climb, etc.
Provide access to boxes, tunnels, toys, and other items with which to entertain themselves and
watch the fun!

Behavior/Discipline
HOLDING: Most rabbit do not like being picked up, however, over time you may be able to hold
your rabbit in your lap for petting and brushing. Always hold the rabbit rmly and securely,
supporting their bottom. Stay low to the ground in case you need to quickly release the rabbit.
Rabbits’ spines and bones are fragile and they can be injured from even a short fall. HERE is a link
to a good article about how to approach, pick up, and hold your rabbit.
Rabbits are most active at dawn and dusk. They appreciate a schedule and are quick to remind
you it’s time to be fed! They most often nap during the middle of the day and are known to nap
with their eyes open, so be careful to not startle them.
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Rabbits are unique individuals and come with their own struggles, especially rescued rabbits.
Some are a little naughty and troublesome at times. As caretakers, it is important to pay attention
to their needs to help them overcome their behavioral problems. Some common behavior issues
include digging, chewing, bad litter habits, aggression, and noises. All are addressed in this
article by THE BUNNY LADY. Rabbits should never be physically disciplined. They respond best to
redirection and positive reinforcement.

Litter Training/Reinforcement
Rabbits typically poo and pee where they eat. Most rabbits prefer a clean environment and can
easily be trained to use a litter box. DO NOT use clay kitty litter for rabbits. We provide/
recommend pelletized pine bedding to be used as litter. In order to help our rabbits develop
good litter skills, they should have unlimited fresh Timothy hay placed in one end of the litter
pan once or twice a day. The pellet food bowl should also be placed in one corner of the litter
pan near the hay. The fresh greens should also be fed in the litter pan until the rabbit exhibits
good litter skills. Every morning, add a little more fresh litter, or spread some of the leftover
soiled hay over the wet and poo to make a clean layer for the day. Every third day or so, dump
the litter pan in a trash bag, wipe it down with vinegar/water solution, dry, and add a fresh light
layer of litter and hay. It is not unusual to see a few poo balls outside the pan....peeing in the
pan is the goal! If your bunny is not peeing in the pan, make sure you place the litter pan where
the rabbit is peeing. They are telling you that’s where they want it! You can also remove
blankets and other soft items from the pen if they are peeing on them and replace them when
they are better at using the litter pan. Frequently pick up poo and place it in the litter box. Soak
up pee with a paper towel and place it in the litter pan. Clean the pee area with vinegar to
remove the smell. It may be helpful to add a second litter pan until the bun gets the idea. HERE
is a helpful link to litter training.
CECOTROPES: You may notice poo that is smaller than normal and looks like a clump of tiny
balls. It will be mushy, sometimes a little runny, and usually very smelly. This is completely
natural for rabbits and happens 4-8 hours after eating. Cecotropes act as a type of probiotic
which the rabbit will usually reingest. This is completely normal and healthy for the rabbit.

GI Stasis/Illness
Many rabbits hide illness and weaknesses, so it can be di cult to know when they are sick. As
caretakers, we need to notice small changes in behavior, as they can be sign of a serious health
problem. Symptoms include a change in eating habits, change in poop, sitting di erently,
change in energy levels, loud tooth grating, drooling, very hot or very cold ears, lack of balance,
snotty nose, mouth breathing, abscess or bumps, changes in urinating habits, not interested in
favorite foods or treats, visibly enlarged stomach, excessive ear scratching, matted or balding
fur, and sudden aggressiveness. Complete descriptions can be found in THIS ARTICLE.
GI Stasis is one of the most common rabbit ailments and occurs when a rabbit’s gut gets blocked
and slows down or stops functioning, creating painful gas. This condition can be deadly if not
relieved quickly. Causes include stress, dehydration, high sugar diet, and blockage from food or
hair. Changes in poop and eating habits are often the rst signs of trouble and should be
quickly addressed. It is important to o er food and greens in two separate daily feedings in
order to assess whether your bun is behaving normally. Hay and water should be available at all
times. Simethicone can be given at the rst signs of abnormal eating or pooping. Having an
emergency kit from Sherwood Pet Health on hand is helpful if you believe your rabbit is in stasis.
See ARTICLE above for more information.
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THIS CONCLUDES OUR INFORMATIONAL DOCUMENT. PLEASE CONTACT US WITH QUESTIONS

